White Papers

Attract new customers and bring fresh leads by promoting your white papers
About White Papers

Promote your white paper on computer.org, and you’ll reach a community dedicated to continued learning and product discovery. Build your database with pre-screened qualified leads.

*Percentages Takes from IEEE Computer Society Survey

645,000+ monthly page views
72% have purchasing influence*
300,000+ unique visitors monthly

*Percentages Takes from IEEE Computer Society Survey
White Papers Rates and Specifications

Generate High-Quality Leads

• With IEEE Computer Society Sponsored White Papers, you will build your audience starting at $75 per lead.
• Leads are delivered in 60 days or less.
• Change out papers at any time.
• Customized audience filters for an additional charge.

Specifications

• White paper in PDF format
• Company logo in .eps format
• 60-word description
Previous White Papers Included:

- The Internet of Things in the New Era of Cognitive Maintenance
- Digital Twin Technologies for High-Performance Manufacturing
- The New Perimeter: Keeping Corporate Data Secure in the Mobility Era
- Securely Transition to the Cloud with AWS
- And other topics such as Hybrid Cloud and Cloud Migration, Devops, and Security
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